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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of these Standards and Guidelines is to provide a

province-wide method for the measurement of snow and winter

severity. Both deer and moose are affected by winter conditions.

Deer are energy limited during the winter months in much of

Ontario where the northern limit of deer is primarily determined

by winter severity. Consistent and standard measurement will

assist managers in determining the effects of winter on deer,

moose and other wildlife. Although the Winter Severity Indices

estimates were developed for deer, areas where moose are the

primary cervid can still use these indices as relative measures

of severity. Managers may also wish to use indices for

comparison with other wildlife population parameters.

The calculation of snow and winter severity indices is based on

snow depth and crust, or snow depth, sinking depth and chill.

The Passmore Snow Severity Index (PSSI) uses snow depth and crust

and can be compared for a particular snow course over the years

of operation. Managers can use this index to determine the

average or normal conditions and consequently, mild or severe

conditions for each area. The Passmore SSI provides a snow

severity rating which managers can compare with deer or moose

population parameters. The Snow Depth Index uses snow depth only

and provides a simple, basic measure which is related to how

easily deer and moose can move about in their environment and

reach winter browse supplies (i.e. energy loss to movement and

gain from feeding). The Snow Depth Index can also be compared

for different winters to determine normal patterns. Managers can

compare adjacent snow courses to determine whether winter snow

conditions are different. It may be feasible to cease operation

of a nearby course if conditions are the same.

The calculation of the Ontario Winter Severity Index (OWSI) and

the Verme's Winter Severity Index (VWSI) use snow depth, a

measure of snow compaction (deer sinking depth) and a measure of



chill. They are more complicated than the PSSI or SDI. However,

research in Michigan and Minnesota has given us methods of

estimating both deer winter mortality and post-natal fawn losses

using this index. While the estimates have not been tested in

Ontario, these interpretations are recommended until further

studies by Wildlife Research are complete. The OWSI uses a snow

penetration gauge (SPG) instead of a snow compaction gauge

(SCG)(used for the Verme Winter Severity Index - VWSI). This was

designed for Ontario's crust conditions but the snow penetration

gauge is more complicated than the snow compaction gauge, since

the SPG can be used to obtain a SCG value, it is recommended that

for the winters of 1989-90 and 1990-91. all courses with an SPG

use the SPG to obtain both readings. If this is done province-

wide, we will be able to correlate OWSI and VWSI and determine

whether OMNR can abandon one of these readings in the future.

Snow courses have been operated for over 30 years in Ontario but

a review during the late '80's showed considerable variation in

their layout and maintenance and data records. At the end of

1989 virtually all snow courses had been standardized. The snow

depth and crust condition data have been organized and verified

and historic records are available for all stations. In

addition, snow penetration gauges which provide an index to deer

sinking depth and chillometers which provide an index to thermal

chill have been overhauled, modified and standardized. These

guidelines are designed to ensure measurement remains consistent

in the future and to facilitate a process for simplifying

measurements and relating severity to wildlife mortality.

It is recommended that these draft Standards and Guidelines be

tested in 1989-90 and a review completed by all field offices at

the end of that winter. A revision and approval of these

guidelines will follow that review. The attached Background

Document provides details for the implementation of Standards and

Guidelines.



SUMMARY OF STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

1. Each District should operate sufficient snow courses to

determine snow conditions to estimate effects on deer and

moose. The number of snow courses will depend on the

variation and severity of snow conditions across the

District. It is recommended each District have at least one

course.

2. Snow courses should be operated in accordance with the setup

and maintenance described in the attached Background

Document•

3. Snow courses should be measured weekly from the start of

snow accumulation or from the first Monday in November

(whichever first) until mid-April or until all snow becomes

nil (whichever later). Weekly measurements are to be

recorded on the Weekly Winter Severity Report (Form WSI-1).

4. Districts which calculate an Ontario Winter Severity Index

to assess winter conditions on deer or moose should operate

at least one chillometer and use a snow penetration gauge at

all snow courses. During the winters of 1989-90 and 1990-

91, districts that take snow penetration gauge measurements

should also record a snow compaction gauge measurement as

described in the Background Document.

5. Chillometers and snow penetration gauges should be used and

maintained in accordance with details in the Background

Document.

6. Chillometers should be operated from the Monday before the

first Monday in November until the cessation of the snow

courses in the spring. Penetration gauges should be

operated during the same period as chillometers. Districts

should record weekly chillometer and snow penetration gauge

measurements on the Weekly Winter Severity Report (Form WSI-

1).

7. All Districts with snow courses should complete on a weekly

basis the Winter Severity Summary (Form WSI-2) for each snow

course. Estimated values must be used if data are

unavailable for a particular week.



8* Forms WSI-1 and WSI-2 should be completed in accordance with

the instructions in the Background Document. A copy of the

WSI-1 form is to be forwarded weekly through the Region to

Wildlife Research. Three copies of the WSI-2 form are to be

forwarded weekly through the Region for the Region, Wildlife

Research and Wildlife Branch.
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"He had read somewhere that the Eskimos had over two
hundred different words for snow, without which their
conversation would probably have got very monotonous.
So they would distinguish between thin snow and thick
snow, light snow and heavy snow, sludgy snow, brittle
snow, snow that came in flurries, snow that came in
drifts, snow that come in on the bottom of your
neighbour's boots all over your nice clean igloo floor,
the snows of winter, the snows of spring, the snows you
remember from your childhood that were so much better
than any of your modern snow, fine snow, feathery snow,
hill snow, valley snow, snow that falls in the morning,
snow that falls at night, snow that falls all of a
sudden just when you were going out fishing, and snow
that despite all your efforts to train them, the
huskies have pissed on.11

from "So long and thanks for all the fish", by Douglas Adam

Snow, in all its forms can have a significant impact on the lives
of all animals that must endure its presence through the winter
period. Ontario's approach to describing snow is (to some
people, at least) less complex that that of the Inuit. The
purpose of these guidelines is to describe how snow shall be
consistently measured in order to assess the impact of winter
severity on wildlife. The long-term objective is to make the
description of snow simpler and more useful.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Since the mid-30's/ increasing concern has been shown for the

effect of snow cover on distribution, activity and survival of

northern land mammals and especially of North American cervids.

Many investigators have explored the relationships between snow

cover and crust and their effect on white-tailed deer (Odocoileus

virginianus) (Severinghaus 1947, Passmore 1953, Gill 1956,

Hepburn 1959, Verme 1968, Ozoga 1968, Telfer 1970, Kelsall and

Prescott 1971, Mattfeld 1974, Moen 1976, Karns 1980, Mech et al.

1987). Deer in Ontario have shown marked population declines

which were coincidental with exceptionally severe winters. Deer

throughout much of the northern limit of their range are

routinely energy limited (Moen 1968). Fortunately, deer have

evolved many mechanisms to deal with harsh winters such as the

reduction of metabolism, activity and food intake, and catabolism

of fat and protein reserves (Mattfeld 1974, Moen 1976).

For both deer and moose (Alces alces L), winter severity has a

major impact on mortality, production and survival of young,

predation rates and behaviour (Peek 1971, Peterson 1979, Thompson

1980, Mech et al. 1987). Snow depth influences migration,

activity, habitat use, and browse availability and selection.

Accumulations below 75 cm of uncrusted snow do not greatly

restrict moose (Kelsall and Prescott 1971, Peterson 1979). This

is comparable to accumulations below 50 cm for deer. Telfer

(1968) and Kelsall (1969) mention that snow depths over 90 cm

seriously hinder moose movements.

Mech (1987) found significant relationships between winter

vulnerability of moose calves and the sum of the snow

accumulations for the current and previous winters in Minnesota.

Studies in Alberta by Rolley and Keith (1980) showed the mean



a
calf-cow ratio and the percentage of twins among calf-cow groups

in winter- were related directly to over-winter temperatures and

inversely to snow depths during the previous winter.

In Northeastern Ontario, Thompson (1980) measured winter severity

for moose using 3 different methods. The results from the 3

methods were highly correlated and finally, the simplest

expression (Passmore Snow Severity Index - PSSI) was used to

describe winter severity. This study indicated that weather

factors, particularly winter severity, were related to production

of moose calves during the late 50's to mid-1960's.

The measurement of winter conditions in Ontario began in 1952

when a series of snow courses were established throughout the

province to measure snow depth and crust (Passmore 1953). A

method of rating snow severity for to white-tailed deer was

developed and this system has been in use for the past 37 years.

Verme (1968:569) described a simple snow compaction gauge (SCG)

to measure sinking depth for deer. The mean values for total

depth and the support factor recorded during each week were

summed to furnish a snow "hazard rating". Verme also developed a

simple device called a chillometer to measure chill due to cold

and wind. He combined snow depth, snow hazard and a chillometer

value to calculate a Winter Severity Index (hereafter referred to

as the Verme Winter Severity Index - VWSI). Verme's compaction

gauge gave ambiguous results when crusts occurred in the upper

snow layer. Later, Hepburn (1978) developed a snow penetration

gauge (SPG) capable of assessing the support capabilities of snow

cover including effects of crusts. In 1981, Verme's chillometer

was used at selected locations across the province to provide

readings which, when combined with snow and sinking depth values,

gave another index of winter severity. Most snow courses in

Ontario used Hepburn's SPG rather than Verme's compaction gauge.

This index is called the Ontario Winter Severity Index - OWSI.
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In the past, the lack of provincial standards has resulted in

inconsistent site selection, equipment maintenance problems and

some incorrect measurements. To date, the snow courses across

Ontario have used several methods of calculating winter severity.

The purpose of this Background Document is to provide the

rationale and methods of operating snow courses using snow

penetration or compaction gauges and chillometers to ensure a

consistent data base for measurement of snow and winter severity.

It provides the basic methods on how to set up and operate

equipment and calculate WSI and is to be used to implement the

Standards and Guidelines for Measurement of Snow and Winter

Severity in Ontario.
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2 . 0 SNOW CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 BACKGROUND

In 1953, R. C. Passmore set up a series of snow courses

(stations) throughout the province and these have been more or

less in continuous use since then. The number and locations of

courses have changed over the years but there have been about 90

courses in operation per year (Appendix I). Provincial snow

course records are summarized and published annually in "Snow

Cover" by Environment Canada.

Weekly measurements of snow depth and crust conditions provide a

weekly snow rating. Crust is defined as an icy layer in the

upper half of the snow cover. An A crust is snow cover with no

crust, a B crust is a light crust, and a C crust can support a

man or a large woman on snowshoes. Crusts strong enough to

support deer were not specifically identified. The sum of weekly

snow ratings provides an index of the relative severity of snow

conditions.

Snow accumulation and crusting may vary considerably depending on

the site unto which the snow falls. Studies in the northern

States have shown that the greatest snow cover on the ground is

found in pure hardwood stands and natural clearings. Maximum

snow cover and conditions which are the least variable are most

desireable for the standard measurement of snow. A deciduous

forest, lacking leaves in winter, accumulates snow readily and

uniformly. Evergreens intercept and shed falling snow reducing

net accumulation on the forest floor and making it irregular in

depth and density. A significant amount of the intercepted snow

may be evaporated (McKay, 1968). It must be recognized that

measurements taken in hardwood stands are for a standard index

only. They do not necessarily measure the variable conditions in

which deer or moose are actually living, because deer and moose
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will select dense conifer stands which hold snow off the ground.

A recent evaluation of snow courses in Ontario has shown that

the continual changes that take place within the forests has

resulted in sites which are not consistent. In some cases,

original site selection was poor.

Measuring comparable winter severity in the Boreal forest has

presented some special problems. These include site maintenance,

conversion of stands from hardwood to conifer and a scarcity of

suitable hardwood stands in a local area. Different species and

ages of conifer greatly affect the accumulation and support

capabilities of snow. Thus, province-wide comparison is

difficult. Some snow courses in the Boreal forest have described

relatively local conditions.

2.2 SETUP OF A SNOW COURSE

The standard layout of a snow course is critical to maintain an

accurate and uniform assessment among courses and between years.

Type of forest stand, slope and aspect of terrain and degree of

exposure to wind strongly influence accumulation of snow and

extent of crust formation. For comparison of long term data, it

is ideal that the site remain constant. Major shifts in course

location should be avoided. Slight relocation within the same

stand or within the same snow pattern area wil not severely

affect long term measurements.

Each snow course should meet the following conditions.

Forest cover - a pure hardwood stand of moderate to full

stocking, with average height of trees 6 m or higher.

Terrain - should be as level as possible, ideally with little or

no overall gradient in any direction, but minor undulations of

topography permissable. Areas of abnormally deep snow such as

alder or willow swales and waist-high conifer regeneration are

not acceptable.
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Clearings - the transect should not pass within 40 m of any

clearing, lake, road or other opening which might cause drifting

of snow.

Snow Course Design - individual stakes are set at stations

approximately 20m apart along a 180m transect. The course can be

laid out in any reasonable configuration as long as the minimum

spacing is maintained.

Snow Stakes - wooden or metal stakes should be used to mark

individual snow stations. Wooden stakes are relatively

inexpensive but must be replaced every 2 to 3 years. Metal "T"

bars are expensive initially but last for years without

replacement. Each stake should be numbered (1-10) and have a 100

cm ruler (facer) attached. In high snow areas, use an extra long

stake (<50 cm) above the ruler.

Stake Placement - The objective is to place the stake on level

ground free from obstacles that will influence snow accumulation.

Individual stakes should be placed more than 2 m away from rocks,

logs, ridges or depressions and more than 10 m from conifers

which have low branches or trap snow in the crown.

Rulers (facers) - clear, polycarbonate meter stick (104 X 4.5 X

0.3 cm) with holes are available for snow course use. They have

numbers hot-stamped at 2 cm intervals on reverse with black ink,

with yellow screen to increase contrast. If facers are not

available, use an aluminum ruler (metric).

Snow Course Signs - Plastic coated signs help reduce human

disturbance around provincial snow courses (Appendix II). Signs

should be mounted on plywood and placed in suitable locations at

both ends of the snow course.

2.3 MEASUREMENTS

Measurement of snow cover begins with the first snowfall on the

ground and continues until the following spring when snow no

longer remains on the ground. The measurement of snow must begin

with the start of the first chillometer readings (which is the
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first Monday in November).

A snow depth measurement from each snow stake is taken once a

week on Monday morning. Snow depth is recorded to the nearest

centimeter as are averages. Use normal rounding rules. It is

important that readings be taken regularly and at a constant time

of day.

For calculating severity indices, an estimate must be made if no

measurement is taken. Use the following notations on the WEEKLY

REPORT in special cases:

. NR - no measurement taken (no record)

. NIL - no snow

Reading individual snow stakes; During periods of snow

accumulation or after major storms (especially when accompanied

by strong winds) snow builds up around the snow stake. To obtain

the correct reading, level off the resulting snow so that it

equals the surrounding surface. During periods of mild weather,

snow melts away from the stake. To obtain the correct reading,

place a ruler or stick on top of the snow across the gap to

estimate the snow surface angles.

Definition of Crusts: A single value (A,B,C) is used to describe

the general crust conditions encountered along the snow course.

A major problem occurs in obtaining snow data during the

Christmas season. If courses cannot be run because of holidays,

depth can be reasonably estimated from subsequent measurements

but crust cannot. Someone who lives in the country nearby should

be asked to note the crust on the appropriate day.

"A" Crust - No crust(s), stratification or layers in snow

profile

Surface glaze < 1 psi acceptable

Basically refers to unstratified powdered snow

Deer usually sink to the full depth (100%) of snow

cover

"B" Crust - Light to moderate breakable, non-supporting crust(s)

within the upper half of the snow profile
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Deer usually sink between 25 to 75% of snow depth

"C" Crust - Crust(s) on or within the snow profile that singly or

in combination provide enough strength to support a man

or a large woman walking on snowshoes in previously

unbroken snow.

Deer may walk on the upper 25% of the snow cover.

2.4 MAINTENANCE

Maintenance should be done in mid-October just after leaf fall

and consists of the following.

Clear obstructions - logs, branches, woody stemmed vegetation

from within 2m of stake;

Straighten or replace stakes as necessary and zero plastic facers

at ground level;

Remove young conifers (within 10m of stake). Logs and excessive

brush should be removed along the trail.

Privatization - Although private contracts may be arranged to

take snow readings, it is the responsibility of OMNR staff to

ensure proper course setup and maintenance.

Relocation of Courses - Relocated snow courses should be renamed

and the new coordinates (UTM grid reference) sent to Wildlife

Research, Maple. However, when a course is relocated and

intended to replace another course with the same snow pattern, it

should retain the old course code.
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3.0 SNOW COMPACTION

3.1 BACKGROUND

Mattfeld (1974) examined the effect of snow on the energy
expenditure of walking deer and demonstrated that a 45 kg deer
foraging in snow with a sinking depth of 35 cm (14 in) expends
12.5 or more Kcal of energy for every 30 m (100 feet) traveled.
Increased sinking depths to 50 cm (120 in) required approximately
25 Kcal per 30 m of travel. Hepburn (1959) found that deer
mobility was restricted when snow on the ground approached 51 cm.
At this time, travel by deer was increasingly confined to
established trails and access to food was likewise restricted.
Obviously sinking depth in snow is an important component of
winter severity.

Verme (1968) developed a snow compaction gauge (SCG) for
measuring sinking depth of deer. The Snow Penetration Gauge
(SPG) was introduced to the province in 1976 by R. L. Hepburn.
Both gauges provide a measure of the depth to which deer sink in
snow. It differs from the SCG in that crusts that will support a
SCG are penetrated by the SPG because of the applied pressure.

There are obvious reasons for differing values for observed
sinking depths of deer (actual measurement of track depth) and
the readings from the gauges. Unknown snow conditions at the
time the tracks were made, unknown track loads based on age and
weight of specific deer making the tracks; and widely differing
snow profiles under a variety of forest cover types are major
factors which contribute to different values. Gauge readings are
taken at snow courses which are located in pure hardwood stands
with specific requirements for standard measurement whereas deer
are free to wander through many cover types. However, gauges
provide a relative measure which reflects sinking depth of deer.
In field tests, the values correspond favourably with observed
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deer tracks in many snow conditions. Occasional differences

between gauge readings and observed deer sinking depths have

caused concern. Properly used, these gauges are, however, a good

measure under many conditions.

3.2 SNOW PENETRATION GAUGE (SPG)

3.2.1 DESCRIPTION

The snow penetration gauge (SPG) is a copper tube (1-1/8" O.D.)

closed at the bottom and scored on the outside in 2 cm intervals.

Inside is a coil spring which supports an aluminum plunger (Fig.

1).

A collar has been fitted to the plunger so that it will just meet

the top of the copper tube when 28 lbs (the average pressure

applied by a deer hoof) is applied.

By comparing the action of the SPG against hundreds of fresh deer

tracks it has been found that 28 lbs pressure on the plunger will

drive the copper tube approximately to the depth to which deer

sink.

3.2.2 MEASUREMENTS

SPG readings begin with the first Monday in November (start of

measurements for chillometers) and continue until the end of the

snow season (Section 2.3). Take one measurement in undisturbed

snow near each of the 10 stakes along the snow course. Since the

area around the individual stakes has been physically inspected

during the annual snow course maintenance (Section 2.2), snow

conditions in that cleared area (2 m radius) should provide

uniform measurements for the SPG. Take SPG readings 20 to 30 cm

from the stake or from previous test holes.

To take measurements, place the SPG upright on the snow surface.

Push the plunger smoothly down until the collar just touches the





top of the copper tube, then release it. It is suggested that

the elbows be kept close to the body and that the wrists and

forearms be used to exert the steady downward pressure.

Read the SPG depth on the outside of the copper tube to the

nearest centimeter. Record the SPG depth at each snow stake.

Normal SPG readings should be equal to or less than values

measured at individual snow stations. Sometimes SPG readings are

greater than values measured at individual snow stations. SPG

readings are recorded as observed for the following conditions,

but for the calculation of WSI. the average SPG value should not

exceed the average snow depth.

- Unstratified snow cover

- Facers not zeroed in fall

- Unfrozen leaf litter

- When using the SPG in snow profiles with crusts of variable

strength, a situation develops that is often referred to as the

"catapult effect". The SPG breaks through one or more crusts

and gains sufficient momentum to punch through additional

layers until it finally comes to rest at either a submerged

crust or at ground level. This action is considered normal in

the everyday world of deer and moose.

Field Procedure Notes: Keep SPG at or below snow temperature

before operating. Remove any ice pad which may build up on the

base of the SPG under certain snow conditions (usually late

winter).

3.2.3 MAINTENANCE

There are three simple guidelines for maintenance:

Place SPG upside down to dry after using;

Clean and lubricate SPG at the end of the season;

Store in container when not in use.
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Caution must be used during transport since the carrying case

provides only limited protection for the SPG. Rolled newspaper

or foam at both ends of the carrying case will prevent

unnecessary damage to the case.

3.3 SNOW COMPACTION GAUGE (SCG)

3.3.1 DESCRIPTION

The compaction gauge is a 2 ft. length of 1 inch (ID) copper

tubing in which molten lead is poured to bring the total weight

to 3 lb. Both ends are sealed and a short rope is attached to

one end. The cylinder is marked in tenths-of-feet. There are

similarities between the SCG and the SPG. Both instruments are

of the same diameter and both weigh 3 lbs. The penetration gauge

may be used to duplicate the results obtained by the compaction

gauge.

In use, the compaction gauge (SCG) is lowered until its base just

touches the snow surface, and then is released. The distance it

plummets represents the load-bearing capacity or support factor

of snow. Sinking depth is read on the outside of the copper tube

to the nearest tenths-of-foot. The SCG must not be dropped from

above the snow surface.

3.3.2 MEASUREMENTS (Using a SPG as a SCG)

The SPG is lowered until its base just touches the snow surface,

and then is released. Sinking depth is read on the outside of

the gauge to the nearest centimeter. To convert centimeters to

tenths-of-foot, divide reading by 30.
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4.0 TEMPERATURE AND WIND

4.1 BACKGROUND

The combined effect of temperature and wind can be measured with

a catatherm (Verme 1968) also called a chillometer. The

chillometer is a calorimetric device designed to provide a

continuous record of atmospheric chill. In theory it measures

the heat loss from a warm body (41/2C) measured in kilowatt hours.

In Ontario, the first chillometer was set up in the Loring Deer

Yard in 1968. Chillometers were set up at Dorset (LMFC) and all

courses in the NW Region in 1976. During the winter of 1981-82,

several chillometers were installed at selected locations

throughout the province. For the 1988-89 snow season, 35 units

were in operation.

Several minor modifications were made from Verme's specification

to improve the unit. The chillometer and watthour meter (hydro)

were split into separate components. Parts were standardized and

thus became interchangeable. Units can be removed for cleaning

and storage to prolong the life of the equipment and reduce

vandalism.

4.2 CHILLOMETERS

4.2.1 DESCRIPTION

The main components are a 5.7 liter pressure cooker with a 750

watt heating element, a thermoswitch and a watthour meter

(hydro). The pot is filled with 4.5 liters of distilled water

and connected to a power source. The chillometer is installed on

a stand to place the units 4 feet above ground.

Figs. 2a and 2b show a chillometer with external modifications

and Fig. 3 shows wiring of the meterboard. Fig. 4 shows the
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stand for the chillometer.

4.2.2 CALIBRATION

There are three basic items to check before setup each year,

monthly and when errors are detected.

Water Level: Remove brass plug from lid of pot and insert dip

stick to check water levels. The dipstick indicates the correct

water level (equal to the scored mark on interior of the pot).

Approximately 3 cm of water should cover the thermoswitch and

heating element at all times.

In cold weather, ice crystals may form on the inner section of

the lid and therefore reduce the water level. During bitter cold

spells, the pot should be gently shaken once a week so that the

water can melt the ice crystals. Water should be replaced if

cold temperatures persist and there is a chance that the heating

element and the thermoswitch may become exposed. Add more

distilled water through the 1/4" opening in the lid. Employ

caution when using handles to open the pot in temperatures below

freezing since the seal can be damaged and the handles broken.

Water Temperature: Insert thermometer, stir water and check

temperature. Normal temperature should equal +41/2C. At air

temperatures above 41/2C, the thermostat will not turn on so the

air temperature should be at or below freezing and the

thermometer should be kept in the water while reading. If the

heating element has just switched off, the water temperature may

be 1-2°C above the normal (+4°C). Stir water and wait a few

seconds before testing.

All thermoswitches have been preset under constant conditions

using a standard thermometer (Taylor 21433). Temperature

variations may be due to rough handling during transport, or

individual difference in thermometers. It is strongly suggested
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that water temperatures be double checked before adjusting the

thermoswitch since temperature adjustment is a very time-

consuming process.

- Remove safety cover to expose terminals and thermoswitch.

- Remove moisture and tamper-proof seal (brass cap held on with 2

screws) to expose adjusting screw. (See Figs. 2a, 2b)

- To increase water temperature, turn screw very slightly in a

counter clockwise motion. To decrease the temperature, turn

the set screw clockwise and continue to monitor until the

correct temperature is reached and maintained.

- Adjustments to the thermoswitch are very delicate. One

complete revolution of the adjusting screw equals 100°C.

Therefore 3.61/2 of a rotation = 11/2c.

- To ensure the thermoswitch adjusts to the new setting,

disconnect the pot and allow the water temperature to drop to

0°C. Restart the unit and monitor the resulting temperature

change.

- Recheck water temperatures hourly.

- Reinsert the brass plug in the lid between test periods

- During the next 2-3 days check temperatures 1-2X daily to

ensure that temperatures remain constant.

Condition and Replacement of Seal; Disconnect pot from power

source. Turn pot upside down and on side to check for leakages

from a faulty lid seal.

Water vapour escaping from around the lid indicates a non-

airtight closure which should be repaired with a new seal. Each

chillometer should have a replacement seal on hand. If the seal

must be replaced, do not attempt to open pot in cold weather

since this practice will damage the seal. When temperature falls

below zero, disconnect pot and allow it to warm up in a heated

building or vehicle before opening. Remove brass plug, open pot,

insert new seal and check water level. Before turning handles to

the final locked position, tap lid downward with the heel of the
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hand. Replace brass plug, turn upside down to check for leaks,

return to stand and reconnect to meter board.

4.2.3 LOCATION AND OPERATION

1. The stand for the chillometer should be placed where it is

completely open to the effects of the wind from all

directions - at least 15 m should be allowed between

chillometer stand and buildings, fences, hedges, trees.

2. Position chillometer in the centre of 3.7 m2 shelf with the

element and thermoswitch facing into the prevailing wind.

3. Drill holes in platform under pot for drainage of meltwater.

4. Secure chillometer to stand with blocks of wood, or

countersink a hole in platform to hold pot.

5. Add safety cover so that operator is protected from external

wiring. Do not seal safety cover to the pot.

6. Secure meterboard to stand with wood screws so that it can

be removed at the end of the snow season.

7. Where there is a risk of human interference, add a

protective wire mesh around outside between platform and

roof of stand.

8. Fill pot with distilled water to prescribed level.

9. Mark a dowel or pencil as a dipstick to show correct water

level in pot.

10. Connect power source to meterboard and plug in pot.

11. Record position of hydro meter dial indicators.

12. During the season, remove snow from platform and around pot

since snow is a good insulator.

Illustration of proper chillometer setup is shown in Fig. 5.

4.2.4 MEASUREMENTS

The chillometer should be plugged in and the meter read on the

last Monday in October. The first reading is taken on the first

Monday in November. Chillometer readings should be taken until

mid-April or later if snow remains on the snow course.

The most common problems are:
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Incorrect reading of dials;

Arithimetic error (subtraction of value from previous

reading)

Power failure (faulty wiring at source or rural power

surges);

Water freezing because the heating element is burned out;

Incorrect setting of the thermoswitch

Weekly Readings: It is wise to record the position of needle

on each dial on the Winter Severity Report (WSI-1) so that

readings can be checked later.

How to Read Hydro Meters:

For dial type meters, read from right to left. If the needle is

between 2 numbers, take the lowest number on that dial. In the

above example the reading would be 6281.5 kwh.

4.2.5 MAINTENANCE

Monthly testing: Check water levels and temperature - see

Section 4.2.2 if calibration is required.

End of Season:

Remove meter board and pot for storage;

Inspect for damage;

Empty water from pot and clean;

Remove scale (oxide) from heating element and thermostat with

emery paper;
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Check if repairs needed - DO IT NOW!

Inspect lid seal and replace every 2 or 3 years;

Store in safe place.
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5.0 ESTIMATES OF SNOW AND WINTER SEVERITY

5.1 BACKGROUND

The basis of severity indices is that snow depth, snow crust,

snow compaction, wind and temperature are components of winter

that affect ungulates. Snow depth and crust increase the energy

cost of moving to get browse. Snow depth can make browse

unavailable. Snow compaction measures indicate snow density and

crusts which potentially help or hinder deer mobility. Wind and

temperature measures indicate the need for energy due to heat

loss to the environment. Combinations of these factors provide

severity indices to predict effects on ungulates.

Winter severity data can be used to assess winter and post-natal

mortality. They can also be used to determine the need for

emergency feeding of deer or adjust harvest on the grounds of

changes in recruitment. The use of indices is enhanced by

knowledge of ungulate herd condition and the availability of

natural foods.

Ontario is blessed (or plagued!) with a variety of indices. The

longest standing index is the Passmore snow severity index

(PSSI). It incorporates only snow depth and crust measurements.

Another method employs snow depth, snow penetration and

chillometer readings - the Ontario Winter Severity Index (OWSI).

This method is similar to one initially developed by Verme in

Michigan. Ontario managers use Michigan and Minnesota severity

values in decision-making despite the fact that managers in the

States use a snow compaction gauge instead of a snow penetration

gauge and they have fewer crust conditions. The snow penetration

gauge can be used as a snow compaction gauge to derive the Verme

Winter Severity Index (VWSI). A fifth index uses snow depth

measurements cumulated over the winter and is based on the

assumption that snow is the major energy cost to deer and it has
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a direct effect on deer access to food. This index is called the

Snow Depth Index (SDI). The Wisconsin Winter Severity Index uses

snow depth and temperature measures to derive a. winter severity.

It is not generally used in Ontario but it has some attractive

features such as simplicity and good correlations with Wisconsin

deer herd parameters.

5.2 CALCULATING SEVERITY INDICES

5.2.1 PASSMORE SNOW SEVERITY INDEX (PSSI)

Since 1953, the OMNR has been using an index of the relative

severity of snow conditions as developed by Passmore. Snow depth

and crust conditions are collected at snow courses using standard

methods. The variables used to derive the index are depth of

snow, presence or absence of surface crusts and the number of

weeks with snow cover.

Ratings for snow conditions are assigned according to the

following system:

0- 38.1- 50.8- 63.5-

Snow Depth (cm) 38.0 50.7 63.4 76.1 >76.2

No crust 0 0 1 2 3

Crust B or C 0 1 2 3 3

Addition of the weekly ratings provides an index (PSSI) of the

cumulative severity of snow conditions for the year to date. The

following classifications are assigned to describe the effect of

cumulative snow conditions on deer.

0-9 mild; 10-19 moderate; 20-29 severe; 30+ extreme.

This simple classification does not always perfectly address the

interaction of snow cover, crust, and their subsequent effect on

deer. Several different snow conditions can be described by the

same numeric value. The PSSI may have an important flaw in the
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way it rates A, B, and C crusts. This method assumes that strong

crusts (C) that support a man on snowshoes are an energy cost to

deer. While that can be true, deer can also benefit greatly from

these crusts when they occur in late winter and they support

deer. This effectively means snow depth is minimal to deer and

suddenly they can access food that has been unavailable to them

all winter. For deer, snow severity drops dramatically!

5.2.2 VERME WINTER SEVERITY INDEX (VWSI)

Since 1967, Michigan biologists have been using a winter severity

index developed to predict winter mortality of white-tailed deer

(Verme 1968). The effects of air chill, snow depth, and snow

compaction quality are incorporated into the index.

Snow depths are recorded several times a week in a well-stocked

stand of hardwoods. A mean value (in tenths of feet) is

calculated for the total depth recorded during the week.

The snow compaction gauge (SCG) is used to determine compaction

readings. A mean value is calculated for a total support factor

and the chillometer is used to determine weekly ratings of air

chill.

Formula: VWSI = A + B + C

where A = mean snow depth (tenths of feet)

B = mean support factor (tenths of feet)

C = chillometer rating (kwh)

The above equation gives a weekly VWSI. The cumulative total of

these weekly WSI's represents a seasonal score.

A VWSI >100 for the entire season (assuming a typical 16-20 week

yarding session) suggests that young and aged deer will be on the

verge of dying from malnutrition caused by winter stress.

Later studies by Verme indicated that a partial index using only

November and April data is more valid to predict winter severity

(conditions during these periods control the onset of migration
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to and from yards). A high partial index usually signifies an

extremely long yarding period and therefore severe winter

(Verme's studies had partial indices of 21-36).

5.2.3 ONTARIO WINTER SEVERITY INDEX (OWSI)

The Ontario Winter Severity Index has been used in parts of the

province since 1982 (NW Region since 1976). Weekly snow depth

and penetration gauge readings are collected from provincial snow

courses following standard procedures. Chillometers located

close to the snow courses provide a measure of air chill.

The OWSI formula is derived from Verme, but sinking depth is

measured with the snow penetration gauge (SPG) instead of the

snow compaction gauge. Also, Verme's measurements are recorded

(in tenths-of-feet), while Ontario uses metric. To correct

metric units to imperial measure so that data are comparable,

divide the average snow depth and average SPG reading by 30.

A weekly winter severity index (OWSI) is calculated as follows:

OWSI = A + B + C
30 30

where A = average SPG reading (cm)

B = average snow depth (cm)

C = chillometer reading (kwh)

A cumulative total of the weekly OWSI's gives a seasonal score.

Interpretation follows recommendations by Verme (1968); see

Section 5.2.2.

Despite the widespread use in Ontario in recent years of this

index, we do not know whether the Index should be interpreted as

it is in Minnesota and Michigan. Furthermore, a review of snow

courses and chillometers has identified many problems with course

locations and malfunctioning chillometers. Although efforts have

been made to rectify these problems, they are not all solved yet.
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Only 0-3 years of chillometer data exist for almost all stations.

At present, this limits any long-term analysis or comparison with

other WSI's.

5.2.4 WISCONSIN WINTER SEVERITY INDEX (WWSI)

Biologists in Wisconsin have developed a winter severity index

(WWSI) for use in predicting winter deer losses and subsequent

fawn production. Wisconsin's index makes use of weather records

from stations chosen to represent conditions in the area of

interest. Good correlations with deer herd parameters have been

observed. There is potential for this system in Ontario in that

it incorporates simple temperature and depth measurements. The

WWSI would have to be interpreted for Ontario deer and moose.

The index is calculated for the period of December 1 to April 30

according to the following equation:

WWSI = A + B

C

where A = number of days with minimum daily temperature < -18°C

B = number of days with > 46 cm of snow on the ground

C = number of weather stations used

This equation gives an average WSI for the area studied.

Interpretation of the WWSI values is as follows for Wisconsin:

WWSI < 50 mild

WWSI of 50-80 moderate

WWSI > 80 severe

Studies in Wisconsin using the WWSI have found the following

relationships between the WWSI and winter deer losses and fawn

production:

Winter losses WWSI < 80 5% loss

WWSI 80-100 10-15% loss

WWSI > 100 > 20% loss

Fawn Production WWSI < 50 No. fawns/100 does > 95
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WWSI 50-80 No. fawns/100 does = 85

WWSI > 100 No. fawns/100 does < 75

In Wisconsin this index tends to reflect snow depths more than

temperature extremes (i.e. there is more variation seen in the

number of days with > 46 cm of snow on the ground).

5.2.5 SNOW DEPTH INDEX (SDI)

Weekly snow depth values are accumulated to give a snow depth

index (SDI) for each snow course. This provides a good, simple

measure of snow depth which is related to the ability of moose

and deer to reach winter food. The pattern of SDI over the

winter over many years can be used to determine whether nearby

snow courses are similar. Courses with no differences from a

nearby course could be eliminated. Since the pattern of SDI is

usually consistent across large areas and among years, managers

can also predict snow severity for the end of winter by early

February. The Wildlife Research Annual Report for 1988 describes

uses of the SDI.
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6.0 RECORDING AND REPORTING WSI DATA

Two forms should be filled out weekly for each snow course.

WEEKLY WINTER SEVERITY REPORT (FORM WSI-1)

This form is used by the District to record and store raw data.

All available snow and chillometer measurements are recorded on

this page. The original is kept by the District and one copy is

sent through Region to:

Wildlife Research

P.O. Box 5000

Maple, Ontario, L6A 1S9

Weekly Readings; All measurements are taken once a week,

preferably on Monday morning. When a holiday falls on a Monday,

snow, SPG, SCG and chillometer readings should be taken the

following Tuesday. SPG and SCG values for individual stations

must be recorded.

All snow measurements (and averages) are recorded to nearest full

centimeter. An entry (measured or estimated) is essential for

every week, even if no measurement is taken, if indices are to be

calculated. Use the following notations in special cases:

NR - no record (no measurement taken)

NA - not available (measurement taken but not available at

time of transmission

NIL - no snow, last reading of season

It is important that all readings from across the province be

submitted each week. Handwriting should be legible and easily

photocopied. Forms should not be retyped for neatness since

transcription errors occur.

WINTER SEVERITY SUMMARY (FORM WSI-2a, 2b)

Thess forms are used as a summary of raw data and for calculating

various WSI. Form WSI-2a is used for the first half of the
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8.0 APPENDIX I

STANDARD SNOW COURSES IN ONTARIO



STANDARD SNOW COURSES IN ONTARIO

Y e a r s o f o p e r a t i o n a s o f 1 9 8 7 - 8 8 ( e x c e p t f o r N W R - c u r r e n t t o 8 6 )

REGION D I S T R I C T COURSE YEARS UMU UTM
REGION CODE CODE CODE COURSE NANE OPERATION # GRID SPG1 CHILL

NORTHWESTERN 10 11 DY DRYDEN (AARON PP) 5 2 - 8 9 8 WF21 Y Y
VB VERMILION BAY (UALDOF) 6 3 - 8 9 8 VF71 N N

12 AR ARBOR V I T A E 8 3 - 8 9 10 VE01 Y Y
FF FORT FRANCES 5 2 - 8 6 - - -
MC MINE CENTRE 8 3 - 8 8 9 UE20 Y Y
RR RAINY RIVER 8 2 - 8 6 - - -
RB RICE BAY 8 8 - 8 9 9B VD99 Y Y

13 IG IGNACE 5 2 - 8 9 12 UE97 Y Y

14 CL CALIPER LAKE 5 9 - 6 9 - -
KR KENORA (LONG BOW LK) 6 0 - 8 9 7 UF01 Y Y
MK MINAKI ( P I S T O L LK) 5 2 - 8 9 6 UF73 Y Y
SN SIOUX NARROWS ( P E L I C A N L) 5 2 - 8 9 9A VE27 Y Y

15 EF EAR FALLS 7 5 - 8 9 3 VG80 Y Y
RL RED LAKE 5 2 - 8 9 3 VG44 Y Y

16 PK PICKLE LAKE 5 2 - 8 9 16A XH90 N Y
SL SIOUX LOOKOUT 5 2 - 8 9 5 WF74 Y Y

NORTH CENTRAL 20 21 AT ATIKOKAN 5 7 - 8 9 11A WD99 Y Y
EV EVA LAKE (KAWANE) 5 2 - 5 6 - -

22 FH FORT HOPE 5 5 - 6 0
GE GERALDTON 5 2 - 8 9 19 DL90 N N

LD LANDSDOUNE 5 7 - 7 6 - - -
LG LONG LAC 5 2 - 8 2 - - -
NA NAKINA 5 2 - 8 9 19 EL15 N N

23 AM ARMSTRONG 5 2 - 8 9 16C CL67 Y N
BS BLACK STURGEON * 5 3 - 8 8 15B CK66 N H
DR DORION 5 3 - 8 9 13 CK81 Y Y
MD MACDIARMID 5 3 - 7 4 - - - -
NI N I P I G O N 5 2 - 8 9 13 DK03 N N

24 MA MANITOUUADGE 5 8 - 8 9 21B EK84 N N
PP PAYS PLATT (TERRACE BAY 1) 5 2 - 6 8 - - -
TR TERRACE BAY * 6 9 - 8 9 21A DK91 N M

25 KB KAB LAKE 7 5 - 8 1 - - -
KK KAKABEKA 6 4 - 7 2 - -
NL NORTHERN LIGHT 6 3 - 7 3 13 XD74



PR PIDGEON RIVER 6 4 - 7 4 - -
SH SHEBANOOUAN * 5 3 - 8 9 118 YD08 H N
SI SIBLEY 6 5 - 7 2 - -
TB THUNDER BAY 5 3 - 8 9 13 CJ37 N N
UP UPSALA 6 3 - 8 9 15B XE83 N H
WF WHITE FISH 7 4 - 8 8 13 YD14 N N

NORTHERN 30 31 BI BISCOTASING 5 2 - 6 7 - - - -
CH CHAPLEAU 5 2 - 8 9 32 LC19 N N
FY FOLEYET 5 2 - 7 9 - - -
SU SULTAN 5 2 - 7 6 -

32 CO COCHRANE 5 2 - 8 9 27 ME94 N N

33 GO GOGAMA 5 2 - 8 9 29 MC48 N N

34 HP HORNEPAYNE 5 3 - 8 9 21B FK65 N N
HS HEARST 5 2 - 8 9 23 LF20 N N

35 KP KAPUSKASING 5 2 - 8 9 23 LE87 N N

36 EK ELK LAKE 5 2 - 8 9 40 NC48 N N
EH ENGLEHART 2 8 4 - 8 9 28 NC99 Y Y
EN ENGLEHART 1 5 2 - 8 0 - -
KG KENOGAMI 5 2 - 6 2 - -
KL KIRKLANO LAKE * 6 3 - 8 9 28 N062 N H
LK LARDER LAKE 5 2 - 7 4 -
MN NATHESON 5 2 - 8 9 28 N037 N H

37 NO MOOSONEE 5 3 - 8 9 25 NG28 N H

38 TI TIMMINS 5 2 - 8 9 30 HD77 N N

NORTHEASTERN 40 41 BR BLIND RIVER 5 2 - 7 2 - - -
EL ELLIOT LAKE 5 7 - 8 9 37 LB74 N N
GS RED ROCK (GLADSTONE) 6 2 - 8 9 37 LB23 Y Y
KU KIRKUOOD 5 2 - 8 9 37 LB03 Y N
LN LAKE OF MOUNTAIN 6 1 - 7 2 - -
WE WELLS 6 1 - 8 2 -

42 CI COCKBURN ISLAND 8 0 - 8 1 - -
GB GORE BAY 5 3 - 8 9 43B MA08 N N
LC LITTLE CURRENT 6 9 - 7 6 - -
LL LANG LAKE 8 0 - 8 4 42 HB41
MY MASSEY 5 3 - 7 9 - - -
SA SANDFIELD 6 8 - 8 9 43B HA16 Y Y
SO SOUTH BAYMOUTH 6 0 - 6 6 -
WK WALKHOUSE 8 6 - 8 9 43A LA57 Y N

43 BC BALSAM CREEK 5 2 - 8 9 41 PB44 Y H
FD FIELD TWP 5 2 - 6 5
JL JACK'S LAKE 8 4 - 8 9 47 NA98 Y Y
LO(PL) LORING (PORT LORING) 5 2 - 8 9 47 NA78 Y Y
MR MARTEN RIVER * 5 2 - 8 9 41 NB97 Y H



NT MATTAWA (CHAMPLATN) 5 2 - 8 9 41 PB63 Y N
MV MOMETVILLE 5 2 - 7 6 - -
NB NORTH BAY (TROUT M I L L S ) 5 2 - 8 9 41 PB23 N N
PO POUASSAN 5 2 - 8 8 47 PB20 H N
SF STURGEON FALLS 6 5 - 7 3

44 BT BATCHAUANA (PANCAKE BAY) 5 2 - 8 9 36 FH70 Y N
CC CRANBERRY CREEK 6 1 - 7 4 - - -
PO POPLAR DALE 6 2 - 8 9 36 KB95 Y N
SJ S T . J O E ' S ISLAND 5 2 - 8 9 45 KB73 Y H
SM SEARCHMONT 8 0 - 8 9 35 KB78 N H
SS SAULT S T E . MARIE ( I S LK) 5 2 - 8 9 36 GG17 Y N

45 JM JAMOT 5 3 - 8 2 - - - -
KY KILLARNEY PARK 6 2 - 8 9 42 MA69 Y N
SD SKEAD 6 0 - 7 2 - -

46 HB HAILEYBURY 5 2 - 8 9 28 PC05 Y H
TM TEMAGAMI 5 3 - 8 9 40 NC91 Y N

47 DV DUBREUIVILLE 8 2 - 8 8 - -
FZ FRANZ 5 2 - 7 0 - - -
KN KENNY LAKE 5 2 - 6 7 - - -
MB MOBERT 5 2 - 6 0 - - -
ME MOSHER 7 8 - 8 1
MS MISSANABIE 5 2 - 6 8 - - - -
OL OBA LAKE 5 4 - 6 2 - - -
RW RED ROCK (WAUA) 6 1 - 8 9 34 FH68 N N
UR WHITE RIVER 5 8 - 8 9 22 F J 2 8 N N
UU WAUA 5 2 - 8 9 32 FJ61 N N

ALGONQUIN 50 51 CA CANISBAY 5 2 - 5 9 51 PA84 H N
DT DEACON TWP (BRENT) 5 2 - 5 8 51 PB90 N N
FI FINLAYSON 6 0 - 8 9 51 PA63 Y N
GU GUTHRIE 5 9 - 7 2 51 T F 8 6 N N
HT HEAD TUP ( S T O N E C L I F F E ) 5 2 - 8 3 48 TG72 N N
PT PENTLAND TUP ( K I O S K ) 7 3 - 8 3 51 PB60 N N
SP SPROULE 5 2 - 8 9 51 QA15 Y Y
ST STRATTOM (ACHRAY) 5 2 - 8 9 51 TF88 Y N

52 AP APSLEY 1 5 6 - 7 5 - -
AY APSLEY 2 7 5 - 8 9 60 QV26 Y N
BA BANCROFT 5 3 - 8 9 60 TE79 Y Y

53 AH ARROWHEAD PARK 5 2 - 8 9 50 PA32 Y N
BB BRACEBRIDGE 5 2 - 8 9 53 PV39 Y N
BF BURK'S FALLS 5 2 - 8 9 49 PA24 N N
DS DORSET 5 2 - 8 3 - - -
SK SKELETON LAKE 7 3 - 8 9 53 PA20 N Y

54 GD GOODERHAM 5 2 - 8 5 60 QV07
HI HINDEN (MINDEN 2) 8 1 - 8 9 53 PV68 Y Y
HL HAL I BURTON 5 6 - 7 3 - -
MI MINDEN 1 5 2 - 8 0 56 PV78



55 GP GRUNDY PARK 5 2 - 8 9 47 NA38 N M
OM ORANMORE 8 6 - 8 9 49 PA04 Y Y
PS PARRY SOUND 5 2 - 8 9 49 NA82 Y N

56 DB DENBIGH 5 2 - 6 3 -
FR FRASER 5 2 - 8 9 55 UF16 Y Y
GT GRATTON 5 3 - 8 9 58 UF42 Y Y
PM PALMER RAPIDS (RAGLAN) 5 7 - 7 1 - - -
RT RAGLAN 1 5 3 - 8 9 58 UF02 N N

EASTERN 60 61 CL CHARLESTON LAKE 8 4 - 8 9 67 VE12 Y Y
GQ GANANOQUE 5 5 - 7 7 - -
L I L IMERICK ( K E M P T V I L L E ) 5 5 - 8 9 66 VE47 N H
UP UESTPORT 5 5 - 8 9 67 UE97 N N

62 AX ALEXANDRIA 5 5 - 8 1 65 WF31 N N
HC HOOPLE CREEK 8 2 - 8 9 65 WE08 Y N
LR LA ROSE 5 5 - 8 7 65 VF92

63 LA LANARK 6 5 - 8 3 64 UE98
MP M I S S I S S I P P I 8 2 - 8 9 64 VE08 Y Y
PE PERTH 5 9 - 6 3 - - - -

64 CB COLLINS BAY 5 6 - 7 0 - -
HR HARTINGTON 5 3 - 6 7 - - -
NP NAPANEE 7 1 - 8 6 68 UE40 H N
RP RICHARDS PROPERTY 8 6 - 8 9 68 UE51 Y N
PQ P R E S Q U ' I L E 5 7 - 7 7 - - - -
UL WELLINGTON 5 8 - 6 6 - - -
OT OUTLET 5 6 - 7 2 - •

66 BE BON ECHO 7 3 - 8 9 63 UE27 Y Y
FL FLINTON 5 2 - 5 9 - - -
GL GILMOUR 5 2 - 6 6 - - -
PV PLEVNA 5 2 - 7 6 63 UE47
TU TWEED 5 2 - 8 9 68 UE13 Y N
WH WHITE LAKE (SHARBOT LAKE) 5 6 - 7 7 - -

CENTRAL 7 0 7 1 B D BASE BORDEN 8 1 . . . .
BL BASS LAKE 6 2 - 7 0
BO BEAUSOLEIL ISLAND 8 5 - 8 9 46 NV86 Y Y
CP COPELAND 8 1 - 8 9 76 PV03 Y Y
ET EVERETT 5 5 - 6 7 - -
M H MIDHURST 5 7 - 7 0 - . . .
OR O R I L L I A 5 5 - 6 1
SV SEVERN FALLS 5 9 - 7 6 - - -
SY STAYNER 5 6 - 6 2 - - * -

72 EQ ESQUESING 5 9 - 6 4 - -
ER ERAMOSA 5 9 - 6 4
PC PEEL COUNTY 5 9 - 6 4 - - -

73 DF DURHAM FOREST 5 6 - 7 1 - -



PA PRINCE ALBERT 5 5 - 6 2 - -
NF NORTHUMBERLAND FOREST * 5 6 - 8 9 72 QU38 N N
NQ NONQUON 8 7 - 8 9 73 PU69 Y Y

74 AL ALTON 5 6 - 6 2
KC KING C ITY 5 5 - 7 0 -
SB SIBBALD PT 5 9 - 7 0 - - -

75 BY BERTIE TUP 5 7 - 6 3 - -
DN (MOULTON) 5 5 - 6 9 -
UB UILLOUGHBY TUP 5 5 - 6 3 - - - -

SOUTHUESTERN 80 81 LN LONDON 6 2 - 7 1 - - -
WM UEST WILLIAM TUP 6 2 - 7 1 - -
UO UEST OXFORD 5 9 - 6 4 - - -

82 HO HOLIDAY BEACH 6 3 - 7 1 - -
PY PLYMPTON 5 5 - 6 9 - - -
RO RONDEAU 5 5 - 8 9 94 MS28 N Y
ZO ZONE TUP 6 3 - 6 9 - -

83 AR ARRAN 5 9 - 6 4 - - -
BP BRUCE PENINSULA 7 8 - 8 7 83 HV78
DE DERBY 5 9 - 6 4 - - -
EA EASTNOR/ALBERHARLE 5 9 - 6 5 - -
EG EGREMOMT 5 9 - 6 4 - - -
EU EUPHRASIA 5 9 - 6 4
GC GREY COUNTY 7 8 - 8 9 82 NV01 Y Y
SC SOUTH BRUCE COUNTY 7 9 - 8 9 84 MV61 N N
CY CYPRUS LK 8 7 - 8 9 83 HA50 Y Y

84 NK NORFOLK FOREST 5 7 - 6 9 - - -
SU S T . U I L L I A H S 5 6 - 7 1 - -

85 BG BRIDGE PROPERTY 8 4 - 8 9 85 Ml)75 Y Y
CR CARRICK 5 9 - 6 4 - -
HY HAY 5 9 - 6 4 - -
PI PINERY 5 8 - 8 2 - - . ' *
SR SARATOGA 82 - -
UC UHITE CHURCH 82 - - - -
UN UAUANOSH 5 9 - 6 4 - -

* D i s c o n t i n u e d i n ' 8 9
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APPENDIX II

SNOW COURSE SIGNS



SNOW COURSE
This is a provincial snow
course used to measure snow
depth. Managers use this
information to assess winter
severity for deer or moose.
Please do not remove stakes
or disturb snow around them.

Thank you.
FOR INFORMATION C A L U _



LIGNE DE RELEVES
D'ENNEIGEMENT

Cette ligne de releves d'enneige-
ment sert a mesurer la profondeur
de la neige. L' information recueillie
permet aux gestionnaires de la
faune d'evaluer la rigueur de
I'hiver pour les chevreuils et les
orignaux. Veuillez ne pas enlever
les piquets ou deplacer la neige.

Merci
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APPENDIX III

SNOW COURSE MATERIALS

Facers for snow stakes - clear, polycarbonate meterstick (104 X

4.5 X 0.3cm) c/w 5 holes, numbers hot stamped at 2 cm intervals

on reverse with black ink with yellow screen to increase

contrast.

Modern Age Plastics

50 Fasken Drive, Units 2,3,4

Rexdale, Ontario M9W 1K5

(416) 675-2955

Aluminum ruler (metric). suggested retailers:

Canadian Tire Associate Store

Home Hardware

SNOW PENETRATION GAUGE

Snow penetration gauge (original manufacturer, 1974)

Tri-Went Industries Ltd.

1018 Salk Road

Pickering, Ontario L1W 3C5

(416) 661-0555

LIST OF SUPPLIERS FOR CHILLOMETER COMPONENTS

Pressure cooker. Presto Deluxe Gourmet 5.7 1

Model 52017 with polished aluminum finish

Supreme Division of Newell Canada Ltd.

915 Sandy Beach Road

Pickering, Ontario L1W 1Z5 (416) 839-8031

- Also replacement seal for lid or local Home Hardware
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Heating element: custom formed, copper immersion type, 750w,

120V, complete with bushings

(includes half size nuts - 2/side)

Canadian Tubular Elements Ltd.

920 Alness, Units 15 and 16

Downsview, Ontario M3J 2H7 (416) 667-0394

Electric meter. CGE Type 1 - 70A (cat. # 171013)

Two wire single phase; magnetic suspension system

120V, multiplier (XI) bottom connected meter base

J. K. Johnstone Meters Ltd.

2609 Dunwin Drive

Mississauga, Ontario L5L 1T1 (416) 823-0042

Temperature Controls - Fenwall Catalogue

Differential expansion thermoswitch (immersable) 17100-0

Series Hexhead type (-100 to 400°F)

Packing gland on lead wires (Cat. 13)

Moisture resistant, tamper-proof cap (Cat. 10a)

Chromalox (Canada)

210 Rexdale Boulevard

Rexdale, Ontario M9W 1R4 (416) 743-8000

FAX: 743-2911

Safety release valve. 1/2" set at 10 psi (#JPL)

Powell Plumbing Supply Ltd.

460 Elgin Mills Road E., Unit #7

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 5E7 (416) 881-2468

Distilled water - suggested retailer

Local drug store


